INTRODUCTION

Enlargement of thyroid gland is most common manifestation of thyroid disease. The term goiter is used to describe generalized swelling of thyroid. On the other hand nodular swelling of thyroid described as “discrete lesion within thyroid gland, radiologically distinct from surrounding parenchyma.” Nodular swelling is clinically important because of its malignant potential. Thyroid nodules can be detected by palpation in 10% of women and 2% of men. The prevalence of thyroid nodules can be 50% or more if ultrasonography was used. Thyroid cancer although most common endocrine malignancy but represents only 1% of all malignancies. The annual incidence of thyroid cancer in the UK was reported at 3.5 per 100,000 women and 1.3 per 100,000 men. NCRP data of 10 years from different populations of India revealed an overall incidence of thyroid cancer was 1.87% among different cancer patients, of which
64.3% were females. It is therefore crucial to have a clear diagnostic approach to ensure appropriate management so as to prevent over or under-treatment.

Nodular swelling may be two types: A) solitary nodule and B) Dominant nodule.

A dominant thyroid nodule is a discrete swelling in a gland with clinical evidence of generalized abnormality in the form of palpable contra-lateral lobe or generalized mild nodularity. About 30% of thyroid nodules are dominant. A dominant thyroid nodule may cause thyroid dysfunctions, compressive symptoms but it is primarily important because of the need to exclude thyroid malignancy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This is an institutional based prospective study was conducted in General Surgery Department, Bankura Sammilani Medical College from August 2013 to July 2016. Study population was 147 patients attending outpatient department of surgery with clinically and ultrasonographically diagnosed dominant thyroid nodule.

Four parameters were studied for evaluation of dominant thyroid nodules. Clinical study solely based on history and clinical examination. Thyroid Function Tests: Free T4 and free T3 were measured by radioimmunoassay and TSH was measured by immunoradiometric assay (IRMA). Glandular functional abnormalities were tested by measurements of serum TSH, total and free T4 and T3 levels to evaluate the pre-operative thyroid status of the patients.

Ultrasonography
USG was thus performed in all cases to measure the nodule size, number, condition of contralateral lobe and to distinguish cystic and solid lesions and on echogenic pattern, distinguishing benign from malignant thyroid lesions. A nodule is characterized as hypoechoic, isoechoic, and hyperechoic or anechoic. Hypoechogenicity is associated with thyroid malignancy. FNAC: If done properly and with appropriate patient selection, the false negative rate is less than 5% and false positive rate of 1-5%. It has a sensitivity of 83% and specificity of 92%.

All patients attending outpatient department of surgery in the period of 3 years with palpable and ultrasonographically proved dominant thyroid nodule greater than one centimeter in size were randomly included in this study group. After obtaining informed consent from a adult patient and from parents of minor patients was further assessed clinically. Then cytological evaluation done by fine needle Aspiration Cytology. According to FNAC reports all patient was managed accordingly and post operative outcome by means of complications and recovery was documented. Histopathological report of operative specimen was obtained from pathology department.

Total 147 patients were included in this study, patients were grouped according to different variable like age, sex occupation, duration of symptoms, size of the nodule, lobe affected predominantly, functional thyroid status, FNAC reports, treatment given, histopathological reports, post operative complications.

The outcome is analyzed and compared according to standard statistical test to find out significant factor and predictability using excel software. The diagnostic statistics were carried out to find the diagnostic value of FNAC for Benign and Malignant lesions in relation with Histopathological results.

RESULTS

In this study ages of the patients ranges from 15 years to 66 years. With peaks being 3rd and 5th Decades.

Dominant thyroid nodule more common in females in this study. Out of 147 patients 126 were female and 21 male patients, M: F ratio becomes 1:6. As most of the patients of this study are females so 75% of patients are house wife in occupation, 10% are students, 8% are farmer, 6% are laborer, and 1% is businessman in occupation. All 147 patients came to us with chief complaints of swelling, which may or may not associate with others symptoms. Twenty three patients came to us with pain along with swelling of thyroid region. Six patients complained about difficulty in swallowing along with swelling, 2 patients came to us with complain of bulging of eyes along with thyroid swelling. Only one patient complained about tremor and palpitation. In this study duration of symptoms ranges from 3 months to 8 years. Thirty five percent of patients presented symptoms within 2 years, 30% patients within 1 year and 27% patients present within 5 years. Most malignant nodules present within 1 year (67%), one patient
present after 4 years. Mean time period before presentation was 21.8 months. Dominant thyroid nodule located in isolated right lobe in 55% of cases, in isolated left lobe in 27% cases, in isthmus 4% cases. Dominant nodule located more than one lobe with or without isthmus in 14% cases.

In this study 51% of nodule are less than 2 cm. Dominant nodule measuring 2–4 cm constituted 45%. Only 4% nodules are more than 4 cm in highest dimension.

Most of the patients (87%) presented with euthyroid state, 6% patient was in hypothyroid state and 7% patient was in hyper thyroid state.

All 147 cases were categorized into 5 groups like benign, malignant, follicular neoplasm, Thyroiditis, suspicious to be malignant. In our study benign nodule in the form of adenomatoid goiter, colloid goiter was 73%. Malignant nodule all were in the form of papillary carcinoma was 16%. Three cases were diagnosed as follicular neoplasm (non diagnostic) and one turned to be follicular carcinoma. Six percent of all cases was thyroiditis. One case was diagnosed as suspicious to be malignant but turned into nodular goiter. In this study total 106 patients was underwent surgical procedure, among 106 patients 69 was underwent hemithyroidectomy (65%), 12 was underwent subtotal thyroidectomy (8%), Four Patients was underwent near total thyroidectomy (4%), and total thyroidectomy done in 24 patients (23%). In this study 106 patient was underwent surgery. Histopathological report of these patient was as follows colloid goiter 19 in number (18%), follicular adenoma 56 in number (53%), papillary carcinoma 29 in number (27%) and only two case was follicular carcinoma.

In this study sensitivity of FNAC to diagnose malignancy of dominant thyroid nodule was 73.3%. And specificity was 97.2%. Positive predictive value was 91.6% and negative predictive value was 89.7%.

In this study 78.9% cases dominant thyroid nodule found to be benign and 21.1% found to be malignant.
In this study benign disorder constitute 79 % of 147 patients entitled in this study. Commonest benign disorder found in this study is follicular adenoma(48%), and colloid goitre (43%), Thyroiditis (9%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aetiology</th>
<th>No. of patients (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Papillary carcinoma</td>
<td>29 (93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Follicular carcinoma</td>
<td>02 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>31 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study papillary carcinoma thyroid constitute 29 cases out of 31 malignant cause of dominant thyroid nodule. There were 2 patients of follicular carcinoma thyroid.

Total 21 female and 8 male were suffering from papillary carcinoma thyroid. F: M = (2.5:1). 21 patient was below 40 years, among them 15 were female and 6 male. 8 patients was above 40 years, among them 6 were female and 2 male. Most of the papillary carcinoma patient presented with stage I disease.

DISCUSSION

Nodular goitre is one of the common Presentation of various thyroid diseases. Causes of dominant thyroid nodule are — thyroid cyst, colloid nodule, thyroid neoplasm, thyroiditis, infective.

Evaluation of dominant thyroid nodule is a stepwise procedure, initially proper history should be taken and adequate clinical examination should be carried out. Radiological evaluation is done by ultrasonography to correlate clinical findings. There is certain radiological features which suggest malignancy like irregular margin, presence of micro calcification, hypoechoigenecity, absence of halo, complex cyst, intranodular vascularity. FNAC is widely accepted and become cornerstone in evaluation of thyroid nodules because it is simple and accurate screening tool with high sensitivity and specificity. Most patients presenting with a dominant thyroid nodule are euthyroid, and the simplest way to verify this is a serum thyrotropin (TSH) level. If below normal, the workup proceeds with total or free thyroxin (T4) and total triiodothyronine (T3) to better evaluate the hyperthyroid state.

Management of thyroid nodule depends on cytology report. Benign nodule with normal thyroid function test does not require surgery. Surgery is indicated when there is a pressure symptom. Toxic nodules are treated by antithyroid drugs, radioiodine and occasionally surgery. Malignant nodules are treated surgically by means of total thyroidectomy.

In this study total 147 patients were analyzed. Highest peak of incidence of dominant nodular disorder noted in 5th decade (28.1%) and 3rd (25%) of age group. But in almost similar type study conducted by Hanumanthappa, M.B. et al shows that peak incidence of multi nodular goitre is in 3rd decade (35%) and then 4th decade (30%). D. Shrestha et al shows in their study that peak incidence in 4th decade (50%).

M: F ratio in previous almost similar type study shows 1:7.4 in study conducted by Prades JM et al, 1:5.6 in study conducted by Hanumanthappa, M.B. et al., In present study its found to be 1:6, which co-relates with previous study. Sensitivity of FNAC to diagnose malignancy in this study (73.3%) is concurrent in comparison of previous study conducted by Ko HM Jhu Ik et al (78.4%), but much better than another previous study conducted by Al-Hureibi KA et al (38%)

Specificity of FNAC in all three previous study are almost same.

The incidence of malignancy was highest in Melanie Goldfarb series being 42%, while the least uHaq RN series being 2.92%. The incidence of malignancy in this study was 21%.
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